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Abstract. We present an inexact bundle method for minimizing an unconstrained convex
sup-function with an open domain. Under some mild assumptions, we reformulate a convex
conic programming problem as such problem in terms of the support function. This method
is a first-order method, hence it requires much less computational cost in each iteration than
second-order approaches such as interior-point methods. While sometimes providing solutions
of low accuracy, such method can attack large scale problems. We show the global convergence
of this method. Finally, we give an explicit model for the objective function and a concrete
routine to compute the largest eigenvalue inexactly in the case of convex quadratic symmetric
cone programming.

1. Introduction

Let E denote a Euclidean space with inner product ⟨·, ·⟩. In this paper, we consider the
unconstrained minimization

(Min) inf
x∈E

f(x),

where the domain domf is an open convex subset of E, and f is the convex sup-function

x ∈ E 7→ sup
w∈W

fw(x),

with the following four properties.

(a) W is a compact convex subset of some Rp.
(b) fw : E→ (−∞,+∞] is closed proper convex for each w ∈ W, and domf is the common

domain of the convex functions fw(x) with respect to x.
(c) w ∈ W 7→ fw(x) is closed proper concave and continuous for each x ∈ domf .
(d) fw(x) is differentiable in x, and the derivative (x,w) 7→ ∇fw(x) is continuous on domf×
W and differentiable in x.

Under property (c), the supremum is attained for each x ∈ E. In case of a singleton set W, this
problem is one of the most studied problems in the literature, see, for instance, [21, Chapter
VII] and [6, Part III]. The main difficulty in solving (Min) arises from infiniteness of the set W.

The problem (Min) covers a quite general problem – convex conic programming, which is
described in Section 1.1 below. In this paper, we aim to solve (Min) using a proximal bundle
method, which is briefly interpreted in Section 1.2 below.

1.1. Convex conic programming. We consider the convex cone program (CCP)

(1.1)
minimize h(x)
subject to A(x) = b, x ∈ K,

where h is a convex function on E, A is a linear operator from E to Rm, b ∈ Rm, and K is a
pointed closed convex cone of E. The Fenchel dual is equivalent to

(1.2)
minimize h♯(z) + bT y
subject to z +A∗(y) ∈ K∗,
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where h♯, A∗ and K∗ denote the Fenchel conjugate of h, the adjoint of A and the closed dual
cone {s ∈ E : ⟨x, s⟩ ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ K}, respectively. Note that the CCP (1.1) is equivalent to the
dual (1.2) under a condition for strong duality to hold, in the sense that the values of the two
objective functions coincide.

We denote by int(K) the interior of K. Pick an element e ∈ int(K∗), and

We := {w ∈ K : ⟨e, w⟩ = 1},
which is compact. Observe that s ∈ K∗ if and only if ⟨s, w⟩ ≥ 0 for all w ∈ We; i.e., the support
function σ : z 7→ maxw∈We⟨z, w⟩ is nonpositive at −s. If e ∈ int(K∗) is chosen to satisfy

(A1) e = A∗(ȳ) for some ȳ ∈ Rm,

then (1.2) is equivalent to the unconstrained minimization

(Mins) min
z,y

{
ασ(−z −A∗(y)) + h♯(z) + bT y

}
,

when α = max{0, bT ȳ}. In Appendix A a proof of the equivalence of this minimization problem
and (1.2) is presented. Assumption A1 does hold ‘for some e’ when (1.1) has a bounded feasible
region. Henceforth we shall assume that Assumption A1 holds. We further assume that domh♯

is relatively open. This minimization problem is of the form of (Min) with W replaced by We,
and

fw : (z, y) ∈ E× Rm 7→ α⟨−z −A∗(y), w⟩+ bT y + h♯(z).

Whether property (d) is satisfied depends on knowing the conjugate of h. There are actually
many convex functions with explicit expressions of the conjugates satisfying property (d). For
instance, the self-conjugate function 1

2 |x|
2 for x ∈ E, where |·| denotes an arbitrary norm, the

logarithmic barrier function for the positive orthant, and the logarithmic determinant function
for positive definite matrices. In Section 1.1.1, we shall explain a practical application–convex
quadratic conic programming, where the conjugate is known explicitly.

Let O and O⋆ denote the optimal solution sets of (1.2) and (Mins), respectively. If, in
addition, the set O is nonempty, then

O⋆ = {(z⋆, y⋆) + τ(0, ȳ) : (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O, τ ∈ R} .
Furthermore, all feasible solutions x for (1.1) satisfy ⟨x, e⟩ = α. See Proposition A.1 in Appendix
A for a proof of the above results.

1.1.1. Convex quadratic conic programming. Consider the convex quadratic cone program (CQCP)

(P)
minimize 1

2⟨x,Q(x)⟩+ ⟨ŝ, x⟩
subject to A(x) = b, x ∈ K,

where Q is a self-adjoint positive semidefinite linear operator acting on E, and ŝ ∈ E. Its Fenchel
dual is equivalent to the following problem, called the dual convex quadratic cone program,

(D)
minimize 1

2⟨x,Q(x)⟩+ bT y
subject to Q(x) +A∗(y) + ŝ ∈ K∗,

then the dual (D) is equivalent to the unconstrained minimization

min
x,y

{
ασ(−ŝ−A∗(y)−Q(x)) + bT y +

1

2
⟨x,Q(x)⟩

}
.

This minimization problem is of the form of (Min) with W =We, and

fw : (x, y) ∈ E× Rm 7→ α⟨−ŝ−A∗(y)−Q(x), w⟩+ bT y +
1

2
⟨x,Q(x)⟩.

Solving this unconstrained minimization problem solves the CQCP (P) under Assumption
A1 and a condition strong duality holds. We see that, in the case that α = 0, this minimization
problem is trivial: for any y ∈ Rm, (0, y) is optimal if b = 0, otherwise it is unbounded.
Henceforth, we only deal with the non-trivial case where α > 0. In fact, by scaling A and Q, if
necessary, we shall further assume that α = 1.
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When K is a symmetric cone, the CQCP is called a convex quadratic symmetric cone pro-
gram (CQSCP). In this setting, primal-dual path-following interior-point algorithms have been
provided in the literature for solving the CQSCP (P); see, for instance, [12] and [29]. The
former discusses a short-step path-following algorithm for the CQSCP (P), while the latter pro-
poses an inexact primal-dual infeasible path-following algorithm for it. Both of them present
polynomial iteration bounds in terms of the rank of the underlying Euclidean Jordan algebra.
The paper [12] showed that the CQSCP (P) can be reformulated as a monotone symmetric
cone linear complementarity problem (SCLCP), and vice versa. Therefore, methods for solving
the monotone SCLCP can be used to solve the CQSCP (P); see, for example, [32, Chapter
7] and [28]. The main event in each iteration of interior-point algorithms is to solve a search
direction from a linear system of equations. Since the direct monotone SCLCP reformulation
will double the dimension of the linear system, interior-point algorithms may be inefficient for
large scale CQSCPs. Therefore, we resort to proximal bundle methods, which are first-order
and increasingly used in many practical applications, such as in economics, optimal control and
engineering; see, for example, [7, 10, 36, 42], and the references therein.

As a symmetric cone is the cone of squares of a Euclidean Jordan algebra, our approach
enables one to study major classes of optimization problems (e.g., the standard convex qua-
dratic programming and second-order cone programming) with the help of a simple and unifying
Jordan-algebraic technique. When Q = 0, we arrive at the class of symmetric cone program-
ming. This has been considered in the literature, see for instance [1, 9, 37, 38]. In particular, it
includes linear semidefinite programming (SDP) problems if K is the cone of symmetric positive
semidefinite matrices. The SDPs have been exploited to develop approximation algorithms for
NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, such as the max cut problem and the travelling
salesman problem. When K is the cone of complex Hermitian positive semidefinite matrices, it
is called complex semidefinite programming (CSDP). Papers [13, 43] study CSDP and present
good approximation ratios for a classical combinatorial optimization problem, known as the
max-3-cut problem.

By restricting our attention to real symmetric matrices in the general formulation of CQCP in
(P) and (D), we obtain a pair of primal-dual convex quadratic semidefinite programs (CQSDPs).
As before, we denote the primal CQSDP by CQSDP (P). The CQSDP (P) has many practical
applications in economics and engineering. It captures several well-studied problems in the
literature as special cases. An example is the nearest correlation matrix problem, which arises
in finance [18] and machine learning [34]. Another example is the Euclidean distance matrix
completion problem (see, e.g., [4]). We refer the reader to [30] and the references therein wherein
more applications of CQSDP (P) and numerical methods for solving CQSDP (P) are cited.

1.2. The proximal bundle method. The proximal bundle method (see, e.g., [25]) is one
of the most widely studied methods for minimizing a nondifferentiable convex function φ on
Rm. It generates a sequence of trial points {xk}∞k=1, from which a sequence of stability centers

{x̂k}∞k=1 is derived. The sequence of trial points is recursively defined by

(1.3) xk+1 = argmin
x∈Rm

{φ̌k(x) +
1

2
∥x− x̂k∥2k},

where

φ̌k(x) = max
i=1,...,k

{φ(xi) + ⟨g(xi), x− xi⟩}

is a polyhedral approximation of φ, g(x) is a subgradient of φ at x, and the proximal term
1
2∥x − x̂k∥2k, where ∥·∥k is a norm on Rm, provides stability to the algorithm. When xk+1

brings significant decrease in the value of φ, the algorithm will take a serious step (also called
a descent step) by moving the stability center to xk+1. Otherwise, a null step is taken, in
which the stability center remains, but the underestimate φ̌k is updated to account for new
information from the subdifferentials ∂φ̌k(x

k+1) and ∂φ(xk+1), which is the set {g ∈ Rm :
φ(x) ≥ φ(xk+1) + ⟨g, x− xk+1⟩ for all x ∈ Rm}.
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In most cases, it may be tremendously expensive or even impossible to compute φ(x) and
a subgradient g(x) ∈ ∂φ(x) exactly. For this reason, some modifications of traditional bundle
methods involving approximate values or subgradients are proposed; for instance, [23, 26, 19,
41, 40] and [31, Section 4.5]. The proposed method in [23] is an inexact bundle method for
constrained convex optimization in the presence of a Slater point, which accepts an oracle
returning function and subgradient values with unknown accuracy for the function appearing
in the constraints, but not for the objective function. The paper [26] presents a proximal
bundle method for minimizing φ over a closed convex set in Rm, which is on the basis of an
oracle that gives a function estimate φx ∈ [φ(x) − ϵ1, φ(x) + ϵ2] and a subgradient estimate
gx ∈ ∂ϵ1+ϵ2φ(x) with ϵ1 + ϵ2 =: ϵ being fixed but possibly unknown, where ∂ϵφ(x) = {g ∈ Rm :
φ(y) ≥ φ(x) + ⟨g, y − x⟩ − ϵ for all y ∈ Rm}, and both ϵ1 and ϵ2 are absent in the stopping
criterion and descent test. The work of [26] extends that of [19] in that the latter requires
exact function value. Subsequently, the authors of [33] used the introduced inexact proximal
bundle method in [26] for solving the master programs of stochastic programs. Papers [40, 41]
work in the setting with ϵ2 = 0 for the same problem of minimizing φ over Rm, and use known
varying tolerances ϵ1, which is exploited in the approximation of φ and descent test of [40],
and utilized in the stopping criterion and descent test of [41]. We should emphasize that a
polyhedral approximation of a function has been used in [23, 26, 19, 41, 40]. In [31, Section
4.5], it also uses ϵ2 = 0 but unknown varying tolerances ϵ1 employed in its stopping criterion
and the descent test. Furthermore, it exploits a nonpolyhedral approximation for the maximum
eigenvalue of a matrix-value affine mapping, which employs the semidefinite structure of the
considered set. However as in [19], convergence issues are merely considered in case that the
varying tolerance approaches zero.

In this paper, we propose an inexact proximal bundle method based on an oracle that, for each
trial point xk, delivers the approximate value fk

ap of f(xk), an element wk
ap giving rise to model

updating and the error ϵk in the approximation employed, such that fk
ap ≤ f(xk) ≤ fk

ap + ϵk

and ϵk ≤ δk−1, where δk is a prescribed tolerance constituting a sequence that is bounded.
Therefore, it is “inexact” in the sense that it does not require to compute exact values f(xk).
To produce an approximation of f in a different way than the paper [26] does, we do not use the
approximate value fk

ap and an approximate subgradient ∇fwk
ap
(xk) to construct a polyhedral

approximation of f , but employ a nonpolyhedral underestimate

fŴk : x 7→ max
w∈Ŵk

fw(x),

where Ŵk ⊆ W is compact and convex, such that it is easy to find an exact solution for the

following problem (1.4), and update Ŵk at each step to contain {wk+1, wk+1
ap } ⊆ W with the

gradients∇fwk+1(xk+1) and∇fwk+1
ap

(xk+1) at the next trial point xk+1 contained in, respectively,

the subdifferential ∂fŴk(x
k+1) and approximate subdifferential ∂ϵk+1f(xk+1), where wk+1 is an

optimal solution of (SubProb) in Proposition 2.1 giving rise to the trial point xk+1. Thus our
method computes trial points as follows:

(1.4) xk+1 = argmin
x
{fŴk(x) +

νk
2
∥x− x̂k∥2Mk

},

where νk > 0 is a weight controlling the effect of the proximal term, and ∥·∥Mk
is the norm

x ∈ E 7→
√
⟨x,Mkx⟩ with Mk : E → E a self-adjoint positive definite linear operator. In

our setting, the selection of the identity map I as the operator Mk may result in solving the
subproblem (1.4) extremely expensively (see Remark 2.6), whereas the choiceMk = I is used
in [26].

1.3. Contributions and organization. The contribution of our results is twofold. On one
hand, we extend an inexact spectral bundle method of [30] for convex quadratic semidefinite
programming to the context of minimizing an unconstrained convex sup-function with an open
domain, which then solves a quite general problem – the general convex conic programming.
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On the other hand, when applying this method to the CQSCP, we promote the results in

[30] of updating the model Ŵk. We provide an orthonormalization process to create a system
of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents from a finite set of primitive idempotents, which
includes a new approximate subgradient. We exploit this new system of primitive idempotents

to generate the underlying subalgebra of Ŵk+1. Our orthonormalization process can ensure

that the updated model Ŵk+1 possesses a desirable property to guarantee the convergence of
our proposed method. Moreover, in this setting, our proposed method has the advantage of
being simple and cheap in computational costs. At each iteration one only needs to compute
a maximum eigenvalue inexactly and a small-sized subproblem, which is a convex quadratic
cone program. It is “small-sized” in the sense that the rank of the underlying Euclidean Jordan
algebra can be confined to less than 8.

The paper is organized as follows. Additional notations and terminology are presented in the
rest of this section. The algorithm and its convergence analysis are provided in Section 2. This

algorithm is applied to the CQSCP in Section 3, where a concrete updating rule for Ŵk+1 and a
routine to compute the largest eigenvalue inexactly are described. The conclusion is addressed
in Section 4.

1.4. Notations and terminology. Given a subset S of a Euclidean space, we denote by
conv(S) the convex hull of S.

For each positive definite m-by-m matrix M, we denote by ∥·∥M the norm x ∈ Rm 7→√
xTMx. The norm induced by inner product ⟨·, ·⟩ of a Euclidean space E is denoted by ∥·∥.
Let 0 be zero element in a space or zero mapping on an algebra, whose precise mean-

ing depends on the context. For a linear operator Q on E, we denote by ∥Q∥2 its norm
max {∥Q(x)∥ : ∥x∥ ≤ 1}. The matrix representation of Q with respect to a given canonical
orthonormal basis of E is denoted by Q. Note that ∥Q∥2 is the largest absolute value of all
eigenvalues of Q.

2. An inexact bundle method and its convergence analysis

In this section, we focus on presenting an inexact bundle method for solving (Min) in the
inexact setting and analyzing its convergence. The inexactness of the algorithm lies in its
capability in accepting approximate evaluations of the objective function f and approximate
subgradients of f within specified tolerance.

We now introduce the main ingredients of this method.

2.1. The computation of trial points. In order to determine a new trial point xk+1 from the
current stability center x̂k, we use the model stabilized by the Moreau-Yosida regularization:
the next trial point xk+1 is determined as the minimizer of the function x 7→ max

w∈Ŵk L
k(x,w),

where Lk is the convex-concave function

(2.1) (x,w) ∈ E×W 7→ fw(x) +
νk
2
∥x− x̂k∥2Mk

.

Note that the maximum over the compact set Ŵk is attained since Lk is continuous.
Since the proximal term νk

2 ∥· − x̂k∥2Mk
is strongly convex of modulus νk

2 with respect to the

norm ∥·∥Mk
, the same holds for Lk(·, w) where w ∈ Ŵk is arbitrary; i.e.,

Lk(x,w) ≥ Lk(y, w) +DxL
k(y, w;x− y) +

νk
2
∥x− y∥2Mk

for all x, y ∈ E. At any minimizer y of x 7→ max
w∈Ŵk L

k(x,w), the directional derivative

DxL
k(x, w̄;x − y), where w̄ = argmax

w∈Ŵk L
k(y, w), is zero, whence the minimizer is unique,

and xk+1 is well-define. Moreover,

(2.2) Lk(x,wk+1) ≥ Lk(xk+1, wk+1) +
νk
2
∥x− xk+1∥2Mk

∀x ∈ E,

where wk+1 ∈ argmax
w∈Ŵk L

k(xk+1, w).
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The following proposition handles how to compute a trial point at each iteration of the
algorithm.

Proposition 2.1. The minimizer xk+1 of x 7→ max
w∈Ŵk L

k(x,w) satisfies

min
x

max
w∈Ŵk

Lk(x,w) = Lk(xk+1, wk+1) = max
w∈Ŵk

min
x

Lk(x,w),

where wk+1 is an optimal solution of

(SubProb)
maximize Lk(xmin(w), w)

subject to w ∈ Ŵk

with xmin : w ∈ Ŵk 7→ argminx L
k(x,w) being uniquely determined by

(2.3) ∇fw(x) + νkMk(x− x̂k) = 0.

Proof. Since Lk(·, w) is strongly convex for each w ∈ W, the recession function (Lk(·, w)0+)(y) is
the indicator function δ{0}(y). Thus the convex functions Lk(·, w) for w ∈ W have no common

direction of recession. Together with the boundedness of Ŵk, it then follows from minimax

theory (see, e.g., [35, Theorem 37.6]) that there exist xk+1 ∈ E and wk+1 ∈ Ŵk satisfying

min
x

max
w∈Ŵk

Lk(x,w) = Lk(xk+1, wk+1) = max
w∈Ŵk

min
x

Lk(x,w).

This wk+1 is then a maximizer of w ∈ W 7→ minx L
k(x,w) over Ŵk.

The strong convexity of x 7→ Lk(x,w) for each fixed w ∈ Ŵk ensures that the function

xmin : w ∈ Ŵk 7→ argminx L
k(x,w) is well-defined. The first order necessary and sufficient

optimality condition is precisely (2.3). By property (d) of f , the continuous nonlinear system
(2.3) is differentiable in x with the nonsingular Jacobian ∇2fw + νkMk; hence it follows from
the Implicit Function Theorem that xmin is uniquely determined by (2.3). �

Remark 2.1. If we limit ourselves to the case of the CQCP (P), then the objective function
resulting from (SubProb) is

−1

2

∥∥Q(w − x̂k)
∥∥2
T −1
k
− 1

2νk

∥∥b−A(w)∥∥2
M−1

y,k
− ⟨ŝ+A∗(ŷk) + bT ŷk +Q(x̂k), w⟩+ 1

2
⟨x̂k,Q(x̂k)⟩,

where Tk = Q + νkMx,k, Mx,k : E → E is a given self-adjoint positive definite linear operator
defining the norm ∥ · ∥2Mx,k

= ⟨·,Mx,k(·)⟩, and My,k is a symmetric positive definite matrix.

Remark 2.2. In the case of convex quadratic symmetric cone programming, the subproblem
(SubProb) can be rewritten as an instance of convex quadratic symmetric cone programming

with a suitable choice of an approximate form Ŵ of W. This problem can be solved efficiently
by interior-point methods (for instance [29]), provided the rank of the underlying Euclidean
Jordan algebra is small, say, around 8.

Lemma 2.1. The optimal value Lk(xk+1, wk+1) of the subproblem is bounded from above by the
objective value f(x̂k) at the stability center x̂k.

Proof. From the definition of f as a sup-function, f(x̂k) ≥ fwk+1(x̂k). From the definition of
xk+1 as the minimizer of Lk(·, wk+1), Lk(x̂k, wk+1) ≥ Lk(xk+1, wk+1). The lemma then follows
from the definition Lk : (x,w) 7→ fw(x) +

νk
2 ∥x− x̂k∥2Mk

. �

Lemma 2.2. The optimal solution xk+1 of the subproblem satisfies
√
2νk∥xk+1 − x̂k∥Mk

≤ max
w∈W
∥∇fw(x̂k)∥∗k,

where ∥·∥∗k denotes the dual norm of
√

νk
2 ∥·∥Mk

, and the maximum is attained owing to the

compactness of W and the continuity of w ∈ W 7→ ∇fw(x̂k) (see Property (d)).
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Proof. The definition Lk(x,w) = fw(x)+
νk
2 ∥x− x̂k∥2Mk

and the consequence (2.2) of the strong

convexity of Lk(·, wk+1) give

fwk+1(x̂k) = Lk(x̂k, wk+1) ≥ Lk(xk+1, wk+1) +
νk
2
∥xk+1 − x̂k∥2Mk

= fwk+1(xk+1) + νk∥xk+1 − x̂k∥2Mk
.

The convexity of fwk+1 gives fwk+1(x̂k) ≤ fwk+1(xk+1)−⟨∇fwk+1(x̂k), xk+1− x̂k⟩. Together they
imply

νk∥xk+1 − x̂k∥2Mk
≤ −⟨∇fwk+1(x̂k), xk+1 − x̂k⟩ ≤

√
νk
2
∥xk+1 − x̂k∥Mk

max
w∈W
∥∇fw(x̂k)∥∗k,

which proves the lemma. �
2.2. The optimality estimates. The algorithm requires the existence of an oracle estf (x, δ)
that generates the pair (w, ϵ) ∈ W × R+ satisfying

(2.4) fw(x) ≤ f(x) ≤ fw(x) + ϵ and ϵ ≤ δ.

The following theorem shows that subgradients of fw at x are δ-subgradients of f at x.

Theorem 2.1. For any x ∈ E and δ ≥ 0, there holds

(2.5) ∂δf(x) ⊇ conv
∪

w∈W
fw(x)≥f(x)−δ

∂fw(x).

Proof. In light of [35, Theorem 23.5], for every x ∈ E, every w ∈ W and every x∗ ∈ ∂fw(x), we
have

fw(x) + f ♯
w(x

∗) = ⟨x, x∗⟩.
If x further satisfies fw(x) ≥ f(x)− δ for some w ∈ W and some δ ≥ 0, then

f(x)− δ + f ♯(x∗) ≤ fw(x) + f ♯
w(x

∗) = ⟨x, x∗⟩,

since f ≥ fw implies f ♯ ≤ f ♯
w. It then follows from Proposition 1.1 of [20] that x∗ ∈ ∂δf(x).

Finally, the theorem follows from the fact that ∂δf(x) is a convex set. �
Let gk denote the gradient ∇fwk+1(xk+1) = νkMk(x̂

k − xk+1) involved in the first order
optimality condition (2.3) for computing xk+1 = xmin(w

k+1). The convexity of fwk+1 gives

fwk+1(x) ≥ fwk+1(xk+1) + ⟨gk, x− xk+1⟩
for all x ∈ E, whence f(x) ≥ fwk+1(xk+1) + ⟨gk, x− xk+1⟩ for all x ∈ E. Subsequently,

(2.6) f(x̂k) ≤ f(x) + ⟨gk, x̂k − x⟩+ f̂k
ap + ϵ̂k − fwk+1(xk+1)− ⟨gk, x̂k − xk+1⟩,

where (ŵk
ap, ϵ̂

k) is generated by estf (x̂
k, δk) and f̂k

ap := fŵk
ap
(x̂k), whence

gk ∈ ∂τk+ϵ̂kf(x̂
k), where τk = f̂k

ap − fwk+1(xk+1)− ⟨gk, x̂k − xk+1⟩,(2.7)

and τk + ϵ̂k is nonnegative.
For simplicity of notation, we set

ϕk := νk∥x̂k − xk+1∥Mk
.

We now have the necessary ingredients for deriving the optimality estimate. In combination
with the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the approximate subgradients in (2.7), we achieve the
optimality estimates

(2.8) f(x̂k) ≤ f(x) + ϵ̂k + ϕk∥x− x̂k∥Mk
+ τk

for all x ∈ E.
The inequality (2.8) says that the point x̂k is approximate optimal if the optimality measure

(2.9) ϖk = max{ϕk, τk}
is zero, which provides a stopping criterion for our algorithm.
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2.3. An Inexact Bundle Algorithm. In this subsection, we present an inexact bundle method
for the optimization problem (Min), combining ideas from [17], [26] and [31, Section 4.5].

Algorithm 2.1. Input: An initial point x0 ∈ domf , an improvement parameter mL ∈ (0, 1),
an initial subdifferential tolerance δ0, an initial weight ν0 > 0, a minimum weight νmin > 0,
a weight-correction parameter κ > 0, an initial linear operator M0, and three stepsize factors
α1, α2, α3 > 1. Set the step counter k = 0.

1. (Initialization) Set x̂0 = x0, i0ν = 0. Call [ŵ0
ap, ϵ̂

0] = estf (x̂
0, δ0) and set f̂0

ap =

fŵ0
ap
(x̂0). Set Ŵ0 = {ŵ0

ap}.
2. (Trial point computation) Solve (SubProb) to get wk+1, compute xk+1 from (2.3).
3. (Stopping criterion) Compute ϖk from (2.9). If ϖk ≤ 0, then stop.
4. (Weight Correction) Compute the predicted descent of f by

(2.10) ϑk = f̂k
ap − fwk+1(xk+1),

and τk by (2.7). If ϑk < −κτk, then set νk = 1
α1
νk, i

k
ν = 1, and go to Step 2.

5. (Descent step) Call [wk+1
ap , ϵk+1] = estf (x

k+1, δk) and set fk+1
ap = fwk+1

ap
(xk+1). If

f̂k
ap − fk+1

ap ≥ mLϑ
k,

then perform the following steps. Otherwise continue with step 6.
(i) Set x̂k+1 = xk+1, f̂k+1

ap = fk+1
ap , ϵ̂k+1 = ϵk+1, ŵk+1

ap = wk+1
ap , and ik+1

ν = 0.

(ii) Select νk+1 ∈
[
min{νmin,

1
α2
νk}, νk

]
and choose the operatorMk+1 such that

(2.11) ∥x∥Mk+1
≤ ∥x∥Mk

∀x ∈ E.

(iii) Pick δk+1 > 0 to ensure boundedness.
(iv) Continue with Step 7.

6. (Null step) Perform the following steps.

(i) Set x̂k+1 = x̂k, f̂k+1
ap = f̂k

ap, ϵ̂
k+1 = ϵ̂k, ŵk+1

ap = ŵk
ap, and ik+1

ν = ikν .

(ii) SetMk+1 =Mk and νk+1 = νk or νk+1 ∈ [νk, α3νk] if i
k+1
ν = 0 and

f̂k
ap − fk+1

ap − ⟨∇fwk+1
ap

(xk+1), x̂k − xk+1⟩ ≥ ϖk.

(iii) Pick δk+1 > 0 to ensure boundedness.

7. (Updating Ŵk) Choose a compact convex set Ŵk+1 ⊇ {wk+1, wk+1
ap }.

8. Update k ← k + 1 and goto step 2.

Remark 2.3. Hereby, we derive an upper bound on the optimality measure ϖk, which will be
used to deduce thatϖk can asymptotically approach zero. Using (2.7), (2.10) and the expression
of ϕk, we see that

ϑk = τk +
1

νk
(ϕk)2(2.12)

= τk +
1

νk
∥gk∥2M−1

k

.(2.13)

On the other hand, from τk + ϵ̂k ≥ 0, we get τk ≥ −ϵ̂k. Hence, combining with (2.12) and
ϑk ≥ τk, we have

ϖk = max{
√

νk(ϑk − τk), τk},(2.14)

ϖk ≤ max{
√

(1 +
1

κ
)νkϑk, ϑk} if ϑk ≥ −κτk,(2.15)

ϖk <
√
−(1 + κ)νkτk ≤

√
(1 + κ)νk ϵ̂k if ϑk < −κτk.(2.16)
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Using (2.13), it is clear that

ϑk ≥ −κτk ⇔ 1

(1 + κ)νk
∥gk∥2M−1

k

≥ −τk ⇔ ϑk ≥ κ

(1 + κ)νk
∥gk∥2M−1

k

.

Therefore, Step 4 will guarantee that Step 5 is entered with ϑk ≥ −κτk, subsequently, a descent
step will bring significant decrease in the approximated value of f .

Remark 2.4. The choice of the norm
√

νk
2 ∥·∥Mk

is somewhat of an art, which impacts signifi-
cantly both global convergence in theory and efficiency in practice. For instance, as indicated
in [19], a suitable adjustment of the norm shall guide fŴk to the area where it is a reliable
approximation of f . To the best of our knowledge, most of the literature about the proximal
bundle method selects Mk = I; see, for instance, [2, 5, 17, 19, 25, 31, 39]. In this case, there
are several wise update rules published in the literature, see, for instance, [25, 39, 6]. It has
been pointed out in [6, Sect.10] that a sequence of null steps between two stability centers is
just for the sake of the improvement of the model but possessing no new reliable information;
therefore the norm is only updated when a descent step is taken. This updating rule originates
from [27], and it is also employed in [24].

Remark 2.5. Henceforth, we assume that the sequence {∥Mk∥}∞k=1 is bounded, any accumula-
tion point of {Mk} is a self-adjoint positive definite linear operator. More precisely, we make
the following assumption.

(A2) If there is an infinite number of descent steps in Algorithm 2.1, then {Mk} converges
to a self-adjoint positive definite linear operator. Moreover, (2.11) is satisfied.

Remark 2.6. In practice, the choice of the operator Mk should make it much more efficient
for solving subproblems. For instance, for the CQCP (P), one can choose the following metric
which possesses the desirable property that Assumption A2 is satisfied:

Mk = (Mx,k,My,k) = (I − ν−1
k Q, I) and νk > ∥Q∥2, k = 0, 1, . . . .

Such choice results in Tk = νkI. Of course, this choice of the metric (Mx,k,My,k) is just an
example and there is still room for improvement in the performance of the algorithm.

2.4. Convergence analysis. In this subsection, we will present the convergence of Algo-
rithm 2.1.

Practical implementations may allow for sup δk = δ > 0, which can only guarantee

(2.17) lim sup
k→∞

ϵk ≤ sup ϵk ≤ δ,

and

(2.18) sup ϵ̂k ≤ sup ϵk+1 ≤ δ,

since the sequence {ϵ̂k} is derived from {ϵk+1}. Together with (2.8) and (2.9), we see that the
stability center x̂k is δ- optimal(i.e., f(x̂k) ≤ inf f+δ) when ϖk = 0, which justifies the stopping
criterion (2.9).

We first observe that there are infinitely many loops between Steps 2 and 4 if and only if
f̂k
ap ≤ inf fŴk < fŴk(x̂

k), a result which will be presented in the following theorem deducing

that the current stability center x̂k is δ- optimal. Meanwhile, the coming result also tackles
the case of a finite number of iterations for our method. Its proof, which also depends on the
above bound for ϵ̂k and Proposition 2.1, is almost identical to that in [26, Lemma 2.3], and so
is omitted here.

Theorem 2.2. (1) If f̂k
ap ≤ inf fŴk , then f(x̂k) ≤ inf f(x) + δ.

(2) The optimality measure ϖk = 0 if and only if f̂k
ap ≤ min fŴk = fŴk(x̂

k).

(3) There are infinitely many loops between Steps 2 and 4 if and only if f̂k
ap ≤ inf fŴk <

fŴk(x̂
k).

From Theorem 2.2, the case of interest is that Algorithm 2.1 neither stops nor gets stuck in
an infinite loop between Steps 2 and 4. Moreover, it always holds ϑk > 0 at Step 5.
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2.4.1. Convergence in the case of finitely many descent steps. We may first analyze the case
where only finitely many descent steps occur in this sub-subsection, and will consider the case of
infinite number of descent steps later. When there is only a finite number of descent steps, then
there is an infinite sequence of consecutive null steps. In other words, starting with iteration
K, the descent test fails in all subsequent iterations. In this case, if

(2.19) lim inf
k→∞

νk = 0

is satisfied, then we will see that the sequence of stability centers {x̂k} tends to a δ- optimal
solution of (Min).

Proposition 2.2. If there is only a finite number of descent steps and lim infk→∞ νk = 0, then
x̂k → x̂ and f(x̂) ≤ inf f(x) + δ.

Proof. Obviously, x̂k → x̂.
Since (2.19) is satisfied, from Steps 4 and 6 in Algorithm 2.1, one can pick a subsequence N

of {0, 1, 2, · · · } such that Step 4 does decrease νk at iteration k ∈ N . Subsequently, via (2.16),
it follows

(2.20) lim inf
k→∞

ϖk = 0.

By Algorithm 2.1, it is easy to see that f̂k
ap ≥ f̂k+1

ap for all k = 0, 1, 2, · · · . We now show that

(2.21) lim
k→∞

f̂k
ap = inf f̂k

ap ≤ inf f(x),

whence f(x̂) = limk→∞ f(x̂k)
(2.4),(2.18)

≤ limk→∞ f̂k
ap + δ

(2.21)

≤ inf f(x) + δ.

In view of gk = ∇fwk+1(xk+1), it holds fwk+1(xk+1) + ⟨gk, x − xk+1⟩ ≤ fwk+1(x) ≤ f(x) for
any x ∈ E. Subsequently,

(2.22) f̂k
ap ≤ f(x) + ⟨gk, x̂k − x⟩+ τk ≤ f(x) + ϕk∥x− x̂k∥Mk

+ τk for any x ∈ E.

Therefore, (2.21) is true by (2.9) and (2.20). �

In view of Proposition 2.2, we may assume that

(2.23) lim inf
k→∞

νk > 0.

Then the number of Step 4 that does decrease νk must be finite. Indeed, if Step 4 decreases
νk for infinitely many k ≥ K, then νk ≤ 1

α1
νk−1. However, ik+1

ν = ikν ̸= 0 and then νk+1 = νk
by Step 6. Subsequently, lim infk→∞ νk = 0 if the number of such decreases is infinite, which
contradicts (2.23).

Henceforth, we shall, with no loss of generality, assume that, starting with iteration K, the
descent test fails in all subsequent iterations and Step 4 does not decrease νk for all k ≥ K.

We shall show that at a null step,

(1) the choice wk ∈ Ŵk ensures that {Lk(xk+1, wk+1)} is monotonically increasing, and

(2) the choice wk
ap ∈ Ŵk provides a lower bound on the difference fwk

(xk)−fk
ap(x

k) in terms

of the difference Lk(xk+1, wk+1)− Lk−1(xk, wk).

As a consequence, when an infinite sequence of consecutive null steps is encountered, the se-
quence {Lk(xk+1, wk+1)} is monotonically convergent, and we can demonstrate that the estimate
fwk(xk) is asymptotically no less than the approximate value fk

ap.

Lemma 2.3. If step k is a null step (so that x̂k = x̂k−1 and νk
2 ∥·∥

2
Mk
≥ νk−1

2 ∥·∥
2
Mk−1

), then

Lk(xk+1, wk+1) ≥ Lk(xk+1, wk)

≥ Lk−1(xk+1, wk) ≥ Lk−1(xk, wk) +
νk−1

2
∥xk+1 − xk∥2Mk−1

;
(2.24)
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and

(2.25) fwk(xk) ≥ fk
ap − 2∆k −

√
∆k

(
max
w∈W
∥∇fw(x̂k)∥∗k + max

w∈W
∥∇fw(xk)∥∗k−1

)
,

where ∆k denotes the difference Lk(xk+1, wk+1) − Lk−1(xk, wk), which is at least
νk−1

2 ∥x
k+1 −

xk∥2Mk−1
by (2.24).

Proof. First, we establish the chain of inequalities (2.24). The first inequality follows from the

fact that wk+1 maximizes Lk(xk+1, ·) over Ŵk, which contains wk; while the second inequality
follows from the assumptions x̂k = x̂k−1 and νk

2 ∥·∥
2
Mk
≥ νk−1

2 ∥·∥
2
Mk−1

. The last inequality is an

application of the consequence (2.2) of the strong convexity of Lk−1(·, wk) at xk+1.
Next, we establish the lower bound (2.25) by considering the two differences

fwk(xk)− fwk+1(xk+1) and fwk
ap
(xk+1)− fk

ap.

Using the lower bound

|x− z|2 − |y − z|2 ≥ |x− z|2 − (|y − x|+ |x− z|)2 = −|y − x|2 − 2|y − x||x− z|
for arbitrary norm |·| on E, we deduce, together with the assumptions x̂k = x̂k−1 and νk

2 ∥·∥
2
Mk
≥

νk−1

2 ∥·∥
2
Mk−1

,

fwk(xk)− fwk+1(xk+1)

= Lk−1(xk, wk)− νk−1

2
∥xk − x̂k−1∥2Mk−1

− Lk(xk+1, wk+1) +
νk
2
∥xk+1 − x̂k∥2Mk

≥ Lk−1(xk, wk)− νk−1

2
∥xk − x̂k−1∥2Mk−1

− Lk(xk+1, wk+1) +
νk−1

2
∥xk+1 − x̂k−1∥2Mk−1

≥ −∆k −
νk−1

2

(
∥xk+1 − xk∥2Mk−1

+ 2∥xk+1 − xk∥Mk−1
∥xk+1 − x̂k−1∥Mk−1

)
≥ −∆k −

νk−1

2
∥xk+1 − xk∥2Mk−1

− 2

√
νk−1

2
∥xk+1 − xk∥Mk−1

√
νk
2
∥xk+1 − x̂k∥Mk

.

Since fwk
ap

is convex, it holds

fwk
ap
(xk+1)− fk

ap = fwk
ap
(xk+1)− fwk

ap
(xk) ≥ ⟨∇fwk

ap
(xk), xk+1 − xk⟩

≥ −
√

νk−1

2
∥xk+1 − xk∥Mk−1

max
w∈W
∥∇fw(xk)∥∗k−1.

The lower bound (2.25) is thus established by observing that

(1) the chain of inequalities (2.24) implies that the difference ∆k is at least
νk−1

2 ∥x
k+1 −

xk∥2Mk−1
,

(2) Lemma 2.2 states that the norm
√
2νk∥xk+1 − x̂k∥Mk

is at most maxw∈W∥∇fw(x̂k)∥∗k,
and

(3) wk+1 is the maximizer of Lk(xk+1, ·) over Ŵk, which contains wk
ap.

�
The above lemma, together with the boundedness of the optimal values Lk(xk+1, wk+1)

(Lemma 2.1), the boundedness of the trial points (Lemma 2.2) and the continuity of (x,w) 7→
∇fw(x) (Property (d)), shows that in this infinite sequence of consecutive null steps,

lim sup
k→∞

(fk+1
ap − fwk+1(xk+1)) ≤ 0.

Thus, when the algorithm no longer takes descent steps, the predicted descent must eventually
be zero. Indeed, every null step taken means that

f̂k
ap − fk+1

ap < mL(f̂
k
ap − fwk+1(xk+1)),

or equivalently
(1−mL)(f̂

k
ap − fwk+1(xk+1)) < fk+1

ap − fwk+1(xk+1),
11



and hence

0 ≤ lim inf
k→∞

ϑk ≤ lim sup
k→∞

ϑk ≤ lim sup
k→∞

1

1−mL
(fk+1

ap − fwk+1(xk+1)) ≤ 0.

We summarize the above discussion in the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.4. If there is only a finite number of descent steps, then ϑk → 0.

Using (2.15), the above lemma shows that the optimality measure ϖk is eventually zero if
lim supk→∞ νk < ∞. We will consider the case when lim supk→∞ νk = ∞ in the following
lemma, whose proof is almost identical to that in [26, Lemma 3.5], basing on Proposition 2.1
and Lemma 2.3, and can be omitted.

Lemma 2.5. If there is only a finite number of descent steps and lim supk→∞ νk = ∞, then
lim infk→∞ϖk = 0.

We now conclude the case when there is only a finite number of descent steps.

Proposition 2.3. If there is only a finite number of descent steps, then x̂k → x̂ and f(x̂) ≤
inf f(x) + δ.

Proof. Obviously, x̂k → x̂.
If lim infk→∞ νk = 0, then f(x̂) ≤ inf f(x) + δ is from Proposition 2.2.
If lim infk→∞ νk > 0, by the proof of Proposition 2.2, it suffices to prove (2.21). Recall (2.22),

then (2.21) is established by (2.9), (2.15) and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. �

2.4.2. Convergence in the case of infinitely many descent steps. Now we consider the case when
there is an infinite sequence {kh} of descent steps. At the h’th descent step, the approximated

descent is at least mL of the predicted descent ϑkh := f̂kh
ap − fwkh+1(xkh+1), so that

(1−mL)ϑ
kh ≥ fkh+1

ap − fwkh+1(xkh+1)

Over the course of executing the algorithm, it may happen that null steps appear between
two consecutive descent steps. Since we are investigating the case of an infinite number of
descent steps, for the sake of convenience, we discard all null steps. In other words, we focus
on the situation x̂kh = xkh . Thus we relabel the remaining iterates and the corresponding wkh

with a new index h, and assume that, for any h,

xh+1 = xhmin(w
h+1),which solves ∇fwh+1(x) + νhMh(x− xh) = 0,(2.26)

fh
ap − fh+1

ap ≥ mL(f
h
ap − fwh+1(xh+1)).(2.27)

Moreover, at each descent step, it holds

(2.28) ϑh = fh
ap − fwh+1(xh+1) ≥ 0.

Recall

(2.29) fh
ap − fh+1

ap ≥ 0;

i.e., the sequence {fh
ap} is monotonically decreasing.

Let {xh}∞h=1 be the sequence of stability centers specified by (2.26). We now consider two

cases: 1. the sequence {xh}∞h=1 is unbounded; and 2. the sequence {xh}∞h=1 is bounded.

Proposition 2.4. If the sequence {xh}∞h=1 is unbounded and Assumption A2 is satisfied, then

it follows limh→∞ fh
ap ≤ inf f(x), and consequently, lim suph→∞ f(xh) ≤ inf f(x) + δ.

Proof. Here we use a proof by contrapositive to show the first statement. Suppose that
limh→∞ fh

ap > inf f(x) is true, then

(2.30) lim
h→∞

ϑh = 0

12



is established by (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29). Moreover, in view of limh→∞ fh
ap > inf f(x), one can

choose x̃ ∈ domf and β > 0 such that

(2.31) fh
ap > f(x̃) + β for all h.

We define the weighted distance between xh+1 and x̃ as

dh+1 = ∥x̃− xh+1∥Mh
.

Thus, we have

(dh+1)2 = ∥x̃− xh + xh − xh+1∥2Mh

= ∥x̃− xh∥2Mh
+ 2⟨x̃− xh,Mh(x

h − xh+1)⟩+ ⟨xh − xh+1,Mh(x
h − xh+1)⟩

(2.11)

≤ (dh)2 + 2⟨x̃− xh,Mh(x
h − xh+1)⟩+ ⟨xh − xh+1,Mh(x

h − xh+1)⟩.
Recall that

gh = νhMh(x
h − xh+1) ∈ ∂fŴh(x

h+1) = ∇fwh+1(xh+1).

Therefore, we obtain

⟨gh, x̃− xh⟩
(2.7)

≤ f(x̃)− fh
ap + τh

(2.31)

≤ τh − β.

Consequently, together with (2.13) and (2.27), there holds

(dh+1)2 ≤ (dh)2 +
2

νh
(τh − β) +

2

νh
(ϑh − τh) = (dh)2 +

2

νh
(ϑh − β),

then, in light of (2.30), it follows ϑh − β ≤ 0, whence (dh+1)2 ≤ (dh)2 for sufficiently large h.
Therefore, {xh}∞h=1 is bounded.

From (2.4), we have fh
ap ≤ f(xh) ≤ fh

ap + ϵh. In combination with (2.17) and limh→∞ fh
ap ≤

inf f(x), we deduce lim suph→∞ f(xh) ≤ inf f(x) + δ. �
At this moment, we make the following assumption:

(2.32) there exists some x◦ ∈ domf, such that fh
ap ≥ f(x◦) for all h.

Proposition 2.5. If the sequence {xh}∞h=1 is bounded and both (2.32) and Assumption A2 are

satisfied, then each accumulation point of {xh}∞h=1 is a δ-optimal solution of (Min).

Proof. Since the sequence of stability centers {xh} is bounded, it has an accumulation point,
say x⋆. Let {xhj} be a subsequence such that converging to x⋆. The continuity of f means that
lim f(xhj ) = f(x⋆). Using (2.29) and (2.32), we see that

(2.33) lim
h→∞

fh
ap = inf

h
fh
ap ∈ (−∞,∞).

It then follows from (2.27) that limh→∞ ϑh = 0. Subsequently, we obtain limh→∞ϖh = 0 by
(2.15) and νh ≤ ν0. Together with (2.8), (2.17), the boundedness of {xh} and Assumption A2,
it then follows that

f(x⋆) ≤ f(x) + δ ∀x ∈ E.
Therefore, any accumulation point of {xh} is a δ-optimal solution of (Min). �

We end in subsection 2.4 with establishing global convergence of Algorithm 2.1.

Theorem 2.3. Let {x̂k}∞k=1 be the sequence of points generated by Algorithm 2.1. Suppose that
Assumption A2 holds, and the algorithm neither stops nor gets stuck in an infinite loop between
Steps 2 and 4. There are two possible cases:

(1) If there is a finite number of descent steps, then x̂k → x̂, and x̂ is a δ- optimal solution
of (Min).

(2) If there is an infinite number of descent steps, then lim supk→∞ f(x̂k) ≤ inf f(x)+ δ. In
particular, each accumulation point of {x̂k}∞k=1 is a δ-optimal solution of (Min).
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Proof. (1) It is exactly the result of Proposition 2.3.
(2) In the case of an infinite number of descent steps, without loss of generality, we can

assume that for some K, x̂k = xk for any k > K. By the proof of Propositions 2.4 and
2.5, we only need to prove lim supk→∞ f(x̂k) ≤ inf f(x) + δ when the assumption (2.32) is

violated. Then, for any x ∈ domf , there exists some integer H(x) such that f
H(x)
ap < f(x).

Thus we have inf fk
ap ≤ inf f(x). Consequently, for any ε > 0, there is some integer H such

that, for all k > H, f(xk) ≤ fk
ap + ϵk < inf f(x) + δ + ε, since {fk

ap}∞k=1 is decreasing. Hence

lim supk→∞ f(xk) ≤ inf f(x) + δ. �

3. Application to Convex Quadratic Symmetric Cone Programming

In this section, we consider the case when int(K) in (P) is a symmetric cone. In this context,
our adaptation is called an inexact spectral bundle method. We shall give a routine to produce

a pair satisfying (2.4). Furthermore, we shall provide an explicit form for the model Ŵk and
an orthonormalization process to update it, which is a generalization of the counterpart results
in [30].

To facilitate our exposition, we list some notations in the next paragraph, which are commonly
used in the setting of Euclidean Jordan algebras. The readers can find a detailed discussion on
Jordan algebra theory, for instance, in [11].

Henceforth, let (V, ◦) be a finite-dimensional Euclidean Jordan algebra of rank r ≥ 2 with
unit e and endowed with the trace inner product ⟨·, ·⟩ : (u, v) ∈ V × V → tr(u ◦ v), where ◦ is
the Jordan product. For any u ∈ V, a natural induced norm is given by ∥u∥F =

√
tr(u ◦ u).

We denote the eigenvalues of u in decreasing order by λ1(u) ≥ · · · ≥ λr(u). In this sense,
we define the eigenvalue map λ : V → Rr by λ(x) = (λ1(x), . . . , λr(x))

T . For a Euclidean
Jordan subalgebra U of V, we write λ(u,U) for its eigenvalue map in U. Likewise, we denote
by λi(u,U) the ith eigenvalue of u in the subalgebra U, 1 ≤ i ≤ rk(U), where rk(U) denotes
the rank of U. The trace of u is denoted by tr(u). The inverse of u is denoted by u−1.
We write Lu for the Lyapunov transformation Lu(v) := u ◦ v for all v ∈ V. The quadratic
representation of u is represented by Pu := 2L2

u−Lu2 . Note that the trace tr(u◦v) is associative
by [11, Proposition II 4.3], it follows that Lu, whence Pu, is self-adjoint under ⟨·, ·⟩. We define
Pu,v = LuLv + LvLu − Lu◦v. Given an idempotent c ∈ V, we denote by V(c, η) the eigenspace

{x ∈ V : Lc(x) = ηx}, η ∈
{
1,

1

2
, 0

}
.

Given a Jordan frame {c1, . . . , cr} ⊆ V, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, we use the notations

Vii := V(ci, 1) = {x ∈ V : x ◦ ci = x} = Rci,

Vij := V(ci,
1

2
) ∩ V(cj ,

1

2
) =

{
x ∈ V : x ◦ ci =

1

2
x = x ◦ cj

}
, i ̸= j.

For any element x ∈ V, it can be written as x =
∑r

i=1 xici+
∑

1≤i<j≤r xij , where xici = Pci(x) ∈
Vii and xij = 4Lci(Lcj (x)) ∈ Vij .

Let W be the set
{w ∈ K : tr(w) = 1}.

Since λ1(v) = maxw∈W⟨v, w⟩ (see, e.g., [3, Lemma 20]), the minimization problem (Min) be-
comes an eigenvalue minimization problem.

3.1. A routine to produce the pair. For an element x ∈ V, a triplet (λap, c̃, ϵ) is said to be
a Ritz-type triplet for λ1(x) if

c̃ is a primitive idempotent,(3.1)

λap = tr(x ◦ c̃), ϵ = ∥x ◦ c̃− λapc̃∥F ,(3.2) ∣∣∣∣λi(x) + λj(x)

2
− λap

∣∣∣∣ ≥ λ1(x)− λap, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r.(3.3)
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We will see that a Ritz-type triplet depicts a pair of approximation eigenvalue and the corre-
sponding idempotent for an element v of V.

Proposition 3.1. Let v ∈ V and ϵ ≥ 0. If (λap, c̃, ϵ) is a Ritz-type triplet for λ1(v), then

λap ≤ λ1(v) ≤ λap + ϵ and c̃ ∈ ∂ϵλ1(v).

Proof. Let v =
∑r

i=1 λi(v)ci be a spectral decomposition of v, and c̃ =
∑r

i=1 xici +
∑

i<j xij be

the Pierce decomposition of c̃ with respect to the Jordan frame {c1, . . . , cr}. From [3, Theorem
23], it holds λap = tr(v ◦ c̃) ≤ λ1(v). Since c̃ is a primitive idempotent which has unit norm [3],
∥c̃∥2F =

∑r
i=1 x

2
i +

∑
i<j∥xij∥2F = 1.

On the other hand, we have

v ◦ c̃− λapc̃ =

r∑
i=1

[λi(v)− λap]xici +
∑
i<j

[
λi(v) + λj(v)

2
− λap

]
xij .

Therefore, we obtain

ϵ = ∥v ◦ c̃− λapc̃∥F =

√√√√ r∑
i=1

[λi(v)− λap]
2 x2i +

∑
i<j

[
λi(v) + λj(v)

2
− λap

]2
∥xij∥2F

≥

√√√√ r∑
i=1

[λ1(v)− λap]
2 x2i +

∑
i<j

[λ1(v)− λap]
2 ∥xij∥2F

= |λ1 − λap|

√√√√ r∑
i=1

x2i +
∑
i<j

∥xij∥2F = λ1 − λap,

where the inequality follows from (3.3). Therefore λap ≤ λ1(v) ≤ λap + ϵ.
In light of [3, Lemma 20], we have λ1(v) = maxw∈W⟨v, w⟩ = σ(v). Consequently, by Propo-

sition 1.1 of [20] and Theorem 13.2 of [35], it is easy to see that c̃ ∈ ∂ϵλ1(v). �
The above proposition tells us that the desired property (2.4) is satisfied by a Ritz-type

triplet, which in turn delivers the desired pair.
It is known that symmetric cones are completely classified as direct sums of the following five

concrete types of simple symmetric cones (see, e.g., [11, Chapter V]): (1) the second-order cone,
(2) the cone of positive-definite real symmetric matrices, (3) the cone of positive-definite complex
Hermitian matrices, (4) the cone of positive-definite quaternion Hermitian matrices, and (5) the
exceptional 27-dimensional octonion cone. In practice, the routine [λap, c̃, ϵ] = est(x, y, δ) can be
handled case by case. For instance, in cases stated in Items (2) and (3), it can be implemented
by the existing program eigifp [22], whose underlying algorithm is based on an inverse free
preconditioned Krylov subspace projection method [14].

3.2. An explicit form and updating rule for Ŵk. Our explicit form for Ŵk is inspired by
the characterization of subdifferential given by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2. Let v =
∑r

i=1 λi(v)ci be a spectral decomposition of v, suppose that the

multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ1(v) is mv, denote by V(mv) := V(c1+ · · ·+ cmv , 1) and K(mv) :=

V(mv) ∩K. We have ∂λ1(v) =
{
u ∈ V : tr(u) = 1, u ∈ K(mv)

}
.

Proof. It is straightforward by Proposition 33 in [3], Proposition 4.1 in [16] and the statement
after the proof of Corollary 34 in [3]. �

In the semidefinite programming setting, the paper [17] provides the following choice for

Ŵk at iteration k. Let Sn+ denote the cone of positive semidefinite matrices of order n. Let

Pk ∈ Rn×rk be an orthonormal matrix, and W k ∈ Sn+ with tr(W k) = 1. Then

Ŵk = {PkV P T
k + ξW k : tr(V ) + ξ = 1, V ∈ Srk+ , ξ ≥ 0}.
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Motivated by this, we give our following choice for Ŵk in the context of symmetric cones.
Suppose that c1,k, . . . , crk,k are mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents. We denote

ekrk = c1,k + · · ·+ crk,k,

V(rk)
k = {x ∈ V : x ◦ ekrk = x},

K(rk) = V(rk)
k ∩K,

and use

(3.4) Ŵk =
{
v + ξw̄k : tr(v) + ξ = 1, v ∈ K(rk), ξ ≥ 0

}
as an approximation of W with Ŵk ⊆ W, where w̄k ∈ W is called the aggregate subgradient. In

this subsection, we exploit aggregation to keep the rank rk of V(rk)
k small. The technique is to

compress the indispensable information into a single aggregate subgradient.
Let zk+1 := −ŝ−A∗(yk+1)−Q(xk+1). Suppose that we are given an approximate subgradient

of λ1(z
k+1) at iteration k, via the scheme of the proximal bundle method, we could wish that

this new approximate subgradient information can be added into the updated model Ŵk+1.
To this end, we need the following ingredients. First, we shall present an orthonormalization
process to create a system of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents, which in turn further

generate the underlying subalgebra of Ŵk+1.
Let (v⋆, ξ⋆) be an optimal solution for the subproblem (SubProb). Applying the spectral

decomposition Theorem III.1.2 of [11] in the subalgebra V(rk)
k to decompose v⋆ into v⋆ =∑rk

i=1 λ
k
i (v

⋆,V(rk)
k )cki , where {ck1, . . . , ckrk} is a Jordan frame in V(rk)

k .

We denote λk
i (v

⋆,V(rk)
k ) by λk

i for i = 1, . . . , rk. Since v⋆ ∈ K(rk), there holds λk
i ≥ 0, i =

1, . . . , rk. Assume that the first lk eigenvalues are the “large” eigenvalues of v⋆. Let c̃k+1 be a
primitive idempotent corresponding to the approximate eigenvalue of zk+1, we set

{c1,k+1, . . . , crk+1,k+1} := orth{ck1, . . . , cklk , c̃k+1},(3.5)

ek+1
rk+1

= c1,k+1 + · · ·+ crk+1,k+1,

V(rk+1)
k+1 =

{
x ∈ V : x ◦ ek+1

rk+1
= x

}
,

K(rk+1) = V(rk+1)
k+1 ∩K,

where 1 ≤ rk+1 ≤ r, and orth{a1, a2, . . . , aN} is the orthonormalization of a finite set of
elements {a1, a2, . . . , aN} ⊆ V. It is significant to note that here orthogonality is with respect
to the Jordan product. In what follows, we will see that how to achieve (3.5).

The next result is crucial to orthonormalize a set of finite elements in V.

Proposition 3.3. For every nonzero u ∈ V and a primitive idempotent c ∈ V, there exists a
primitive idempotent a ∈ V such that

Pu(c) = ⟨u2, c⟩a.
Moreover, Pu(c) = 0 if and only if u ◦ c = 0.

Proof. Since the trace is associative, tr(Pu(c)) = ⟨u2, c⟩. If Pu(c) = 0, then ⟨u2, c⟩ = 0, therefore
a can be any primitive idempotent. We are done.

Now we suppose that Pu(c) ̸= 0. Using the spectral decomposition Theorems III.1.1 and
III.1.2 of [11], we see that, for an element v ∈ V, the following statements are equivalent: (I) v is
a primitive idempotent, (II) λ(v) = (1, 0, · · · , 0)T , (III) v is an idempotent and dim(V(v, 1)) = 1.
By (II), together with a characterization of eigenvalues of PPu(c) given by (iii) of Lemma 12 in
[38], it suffices to show that PPu(c) has exactly one nonzero eigenvalue.

In view of (iii) in [11, Proposition II.3.3], we have PPu(c) = PuPcPu. Denote dim(V) by n.
By means of (iii) of [38, Lemma 12], the eigenvalues of Pc are 1 and 0. Since V(c, 1) is the
eigenspace of Pc corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, together with (III) , it deduces that Pc has
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eigenvalues 1 with multiplicity one and 0 with multiplicity n−1. Thus, it is possible to expand the
system {c} to a canonical orthonormal (w.r.t. the trace inner product) basis {c, u1, · · · , un−1}
of V, such that the matrix representation of Pc with respect to this basis is a diagonal matrix
Diag(1, 0, · · · , 0). Suppose that the matrix representation of Pu with respect to this basis is A,
then the matrix representation of PPu(c) with respect to this basis is ADiag(1, 0, · · · , 0)A. Since
u ̸= 0, we can assume without loss of generality that the first column of A is nonzero. Since A is
symmetric, the rank of ADiag(1, 0, · · · , 0)A is one. Therefore ADiag(1, 0, · · · , 0)A has exactly
one nonzero eigenvalue. The second statement follows from

0 = ⟨u2, c⟩ = ⟨u, Lc(u)⟩ if and only if u ◦ c = 0,

since Lc is self-adjoint positive semidefinite. �

By adding a primitive idempotent to a finite set of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents,
a finite set of primitive idempotents is generated. However, how to orthonormalize the resulting
finite set? Hereby, we propose the following algorithm to resolve this problem.

Algorithm 3.1. Input: a set of linearly independent primitive idempotents {a1, . . . , ap}, 2 ≤
p ≤ r, where a1, . . . , ap−1 are mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents.

Output: a set of l(≤ p) mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents

{c1, . . . , cl} := orth{a1, . . . , ap},
which is a Jordan frame of the subalgebra generated by {a1, . . . , ap}.

Perform the following steps.

1. Set ci = ai, i = 1, . . . , p− 1.
2. Set c′ = e− c1 − · · · − cp−1. If ⟨c′, ap⟩ = 0, then l = p− 1, stop. Otherwise, set

(3.6) cp =
1

1−
∑p−1

i=1 ⟨ci, ap⟩

ap + p−1∑
i=1

⟨ci, ap⟩ci + 4
∑

1≤i<j≤p−1

Lci(Lcj (ap))− 2

p−1∑
i=1

Lci(ap)

 .

The following result tells us that idempotents generated by Algorithm 3.1 is well defined,
which, in turn, establishes that the new approximate subgradient c̃k+1 has the desired property

(3.7) c̃k+1 ∈ V(rk+1)
k+1 .

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that a1, . . . , ap (2 ≤ p ≤ r) are linearly independent primitive idempo-
tents, where a1, . . . , ap−1 are mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents, then

{c1, . . . , cl} := orth{a1, . . . , ap}, l ≤ p,

generated by Algorithm 3.1, is well defined, and

ap ∈ V(l) = {x ∈ V : x ◦ (c1 + · · ·+ cl) = x}.

Proof. Recall that c′ = e− c1− · · ·− cp−1. By virtue of Proposition 3.3, there exists a primitive
idempotent cp ∈ V such that Pc′(ap) = ⟨c′, ap⟩cp =: γcp. We see that Pc′(ap) = 0 if and only

if γ = ⟨c′, ap⟩ = 1 −
∑p−1

i=1 ⟨ci, ap⟩ = 0 by Proposition 3.3. In this case, cp can be any primitive
idempotent which is orthogonal to c1, . . . , cp−1, and we set l = p− 1.

We now assume that γ ̸= 0. Since ⟨c′, ci⟩ = 0, Pc′(ci) = 0 by Proposition 3.3. Thus,
⟨cp, ci⟩ = 1

γ ⟨ap, Pc′(ci)⟩ = 0, i = 1, . . . , p − 1. We set l = p. By [15, Proposition 6], it yields

cp ◦ci = 0, i = 1, . . . , p−1. Hence, it is possible to complete the system {c1, . . . , cp} to a Jordan
frame {c1, . . . , cp, . . . , cr} of V, such that

(3.8) c′ = cp + · · ·+ cr.

Using the Peirce decomposition Theorem IV.2.1 of [11], we obtain

(3.9) ap =

p∑
i=1

xici +
∑

1≤i<j≤p

xij +
r∑

i=p+1

xici +
∑

p+1≤i<j≤r

xij +
∑

1≤i≤p<j≤r

xij .
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Applying Pc′ on both sides of (3.9), together with (3.8) and Pcp+···+cr =
∑r

i=p Pci+2
∑

p≤i<j≤r Pci,cj ,

we then have γcp =
∑r

i=p xici +
∑

p≤i<j≤r xij . Taking the inner product with ci on both sides
of the above equation for i = p, . . . , r, we have

(3.10) xp = γ and xi = 0, i = p+ 1, . . . , r,

whence
∑

p≤i<j≤r xij = 0, which follows ⟨ap, ci⟩ = 0 by taking the inner product with ci on

both sides of (3.9), i = p+ 1, . . . , r. Therefore, ap ◦ ci = 0, i = p+ 1, . . . , r by [15, Proposition
6]. Thus, we have

ap ∈
{
{x ∈ V : x ◦ (c1 + · · ·+ cp−1) = x} if γ = 0,
{x ∈ V : x ◦ (c1 + · · ·+ cp) = x} if γ ̸= 0.

Furthermore, taking the product ◦ with ci on both sides of (3.9) for i = p+ 1, . . . , r, and then
summing them up on both sides, we achieve

∑
p+1≤i<j≤r xij +

1
2

∑
1≤i≤p<j≤r xij = 0. On the

other hand,
∑

p≤i<j≤r xij = 0 and
∑r

j=p+1 xpj = 2cp ◦ (
∑

p≤i<j≤r xij) = cp ◦ 0 = 0 imply

(3.11)
∑

p+1≤i<j≤r

xij = 0,

thus

(3.12)
∑

1≤i≤p<j≤r

xij = 0.

We shall prove the equation (3.6) is valid for γ ̸= 0.
In combination with (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12), we can further rewrite ak to

(3.13) ap =

p−1∑
i=1

xici +
∑

1≤i<j≤p−1

xij + γcp +

p−1∑
i=1

xip,

where xi = ⟨ci, ap⟩, i = 1, . . . , p − 1. Meanwhile, 1 = tr(ap) =
∑p−1

i=1 xi + γ implies that

γ = 1−
∑p−1

i=1 ⟨ci, ap⟩. Since (
∑p−1

i=1 ci) ◦ (
∑

1≤i<j≤p−1 xij) =
∑

1≤i<j≤p−1 xij by [16, Proposition

4.1], we get
∑p−1

i=1 xip = 2
[∑p−1

i=1 ci ◦ ap −
∑p−1

i=1 xici −
∑

1≤i<j≤p−1 xij

]
, which, combined with

(3.13), gives (3.6). �

We are now on a position to provide an orthonormalization procedure for (3.5).
Case 1. ck1, . . . , c

k
lk
, c̃k+1 are linearly dependent. Set

{c1,k+1, . . . , crk+1,k+1} = {ck1, . . . , cklk}.

Case 2. ck1, . . . , c
k
lk
, c̃k+1 are linearly independent. In this case {c1,k+1, . . . , crk+1,k+1} can be

generated by Algorithm 3.1, where rk+1 ≤ lk + 1.

Set v̄ =
∑lk

i=1 λ
k
i c

k
i and

(3.14) w̄k+1 =

∑rk
i=lk+1 λ

k
i c

k
i + ξ⋆w̄k∑rk

i=lk+1 λ
k
i + ξ⋆

,

then tr(w̄k+1) = 1, whence w̄k+1 ∈ W.

Clearly, v̄ =
∑lk

i=1 λ
k
i ci,k+1 ∈ K(rk+1) and (3.5) implies c̃k+1 ∈ V(rk+1)

k+1 by Theorem 3.1, then

wk+1
ap = c̃k+1 ∈ Ŵk+1, and wk+1 = v⋆ + ξ⋆w̄k = v̄ + (

∑rk
i=lk+1 λ

k
i + ξ⋆)w̄k+1 ∈ Ŵk+1.

We summarize the above results as follows, which is needed to guarantee the convergence of
our proposed method.

Proposition 3.4. For wk+1
ap = c̃k+1, update formulas (3.5) and (3.14) ensure that both wk+1

ap

and wk+1 belong to Ŵk+1 of the form (3.4).
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4. Conclusion

We have proposed an inexact bundle method for solving an unconstrained minimization of a
convex sup-function with an open domain. The proposed algorithm finds a sequence {x̂k}∞k=1.
We have studied the limiting behavior of this sequence in the situation when a specified sequence
of tolerance δk is bounded. In light of the prescribed requirements for the estimation of the value
of the sup-function and the choice of the norm, we have deduced that this sequence converges
to approximate solutions for the minimization problem (Min).
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Appendix A. Proof of the equivalence between the CCP (1.1) and (Min)

Proposition A.1. Suppose that Assumption A1 holds. Then the dual (1.2) is equivalent to a
specific instance (Mins) of (Min). If, in addition, the optimal solution set O is nonempty, then

O⋆ = {(z⋆, y⋆) + τ(0, ȳ) : (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O, τ ∈ R} .

Furthermore, all feasible solutions x for the CCP (1.1) satisfy ⟨x, e⟩ = α = max{0, bT ȳ}.

Proof. Denote g(z, y) := h♯(z) + bT y and f(z, y) := ασ(−z − A∗(y)) + g(z, y). Let F and F⋆

denote, respectively, the feasible regions of (1.2) and (Mins). Then, F ⊆ E× Rm = F⋆. Using
Assumption A1 and the property that s ∈ K∗ if and only if σ(−s) ≤ 0, we see that

{(z, y) + τ(0, ȳ) : z ∈ E, τ ≥ σ(−z −A∗(y))} ⊆ F ,

whence (z, y) + τ(0, ȳ) ∈ F for any (z, y) ∈ E× Rm with τ = σ(−z −A∗(y)). We have proved
that feasible solutions of (Mins) are in one to one correspondence to those of (1.2).

Since h♯0+(0) = 0 by Theorem 8.5 of [35], g0+(0, ȳ) = bT ȳ, whence g0+(0, ȳ) = −g0+(−0,−ȳ) =
bT ȳ =: ρ. By Theorem 8.8 of [35], it follows that

(A.1) g((z, y) + τ(0, ȳ)) = g(z, y) + τρ, ∀ (z, y) ∈ E× Rm, τ ∈ R.

Now we consider the cases ρ < 0 and ρ ≥ 0.
Case 1: ρ < 0.
In this case, there holds α = 0. Then f(z, y) = g(z, y) for any (z, y) ∈ E×Rm. By (A.1), we

have

lim
τ→∞

g((z, y) + τ(0, ȳ)) = −∞.

Thus, the dual (1.2) is equivalent to (Mins).
Case 2: ρ ≥ 0.
In this case, it yields α = ρ. In light of (A.1) and Assumption A1, we get

f((z, y) + τ(0, ȳ)) = f(z, y), ∀ (z, y) ∈ E× Rm, τ ∈ R,(A.2)

g((z, y) + τ(0, ȳ)) = f((z, y) + τ(0, ȳ)), ∀ (z, y) ∈ E× Rm, τ = σ(−z −A∗(y)).(A.3)

Choosing τ0 > 0, we have σ(−A∗(τ0ȳ)) < 0 by Assumption A1. It then follows from Fenchel’s
duality Theorem ([35, Theorem 31.1]) that

(A.4) inf{h♯(z) + bT y : σ(−z −A∗(y)) ≤ 0} = sup
λ≥0

inf
(z,y)∈E×Rm

{h♯(z) + bT y+ λσ(−z −A∗(y))}.

Subsequently, if inf{h♯(z)+bT y : σ(−z−A∗(y)) ≤ 0} = inf{h♯(z)+bT y : z+A∗(y) ∈ K∗} = −∞,
then inf(z,y)∈E×Rm{h♯(z) + bT y + ασ(−z − A∗(y))} = −∞. If inf{h♯(z) + bT y : z + A∗(y) ∈
K∗} > −∞, then (A.4) implies O ̸= ∅ by Theorem 4.3.8 of [8]. In this case, we shall show that

O⋆ = {(z⋆, y⋆) + τ(0, ȳ) : (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O, τ ∈ R} .

We first prove that if (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O, then (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O⋆. Together with (A.2), we then obtain
(z⋆, y⋆) + τ(0, ȳ) ∈ O⋆ for any τ ∈ R.

Assume for the sake of contradiction that (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O but (z⋆, y⋆) /∈ O⋆. Then there is
some (ẑ, ŷ) ∈ E × Rm such that f(ẑ, ŷ) < f(z⋆, y⋆). Setting τ̂ = σ(−ẑ − A∗(ŷ)), we see that
(ẑ, ŷ) + τ̂(0, ȳ) =: (z̃, ỹ) ∈ F . For any (z, y) ∈ F , we have

(A.5) g((z, y) + σ(−z −A∗(y))(0, ȳ)) ≤ g(z, y)

from (A.1). Denote τ̃ = σ(−z̃ −A∗(ỹ)). We have

f((z̃, ỹ) + τ̃(0, ȳ))
(A.3)
= g((z̃, ỹ) + τ̃(0, ȳ))

(A.5)

≤ g(z̃, ỹ)
(A.3)
= f((ẑ, ŷ) + τ̂(0, ȳ))

(A.2)
= f(ẑ, ŷ) < f(z⋆, y⋆) ≤ g(z⋆, y⋆),

which contradicts (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O.
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Similarly, we can show that if (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O⋆, then (z⋆, y⋆) + τ⋆(0, ȳ) ∈ O with τ⋆ = σ(−z⋆ −
A∗(y⋆)). Therefore, for any (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O, there holds (z⋆, y⋆) ∈ O⋆, whence (z⋆, y⋆) + τ⋆(0, ȳ) ∈
O. Then

g(z⋆, y⋆) = g((z⋆, y⋆) + τ⋆(0, ȳ))
(A.3)
= f((z⋆, y⋆) + τ⋆(0, ȳ))

(A.2)
= f(z⋆, y⋆).

We conclude that the dual (1.2) is equivalent to (Mins).
If x is feasible for the CCP (1.1), then A(x) = b. Hence

0 = ⟨A(x)− b, ȳ⟩ = ⟨x,A∗(ȳ)⟩ − bT ȳ = ⟨x, e⟩ − bT ȳ.

Noting that ⟨x, e⟩ ≥ 0, we achieve ⟨x, e⟩ = bT ȳ = α. �
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